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Around 68% of the European Union’s population lives in urban areas.¹ Furthermore, a majority of the EU’s buildings are in high heat density areas, what in itself is a reason for using and developing district heating in Europe.² Although, there are also others arguments. For instance, according to a report of the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre “[d]istrict heating can meet much of the EU 27 fabric heat loads, ventilation loads and domestic hot water load in a low carbon and energy-secure and cost effective (indigenous) fashion with the existing building stock.”³

Nevertheless, the European district heating has a different position in the energy sectors of the EU’s Member States. Compared to other regions of Europe, the Baltic Sea Region has a well-developed district heating system.⁴ The gross demand for district heating in region is
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2050 PJ (570 TWh) that corresponds to some 43% of the demand for electricity.\(^5\) Moreover, in the scenarios for the Region’s energy sector district heating is assumed to play an ongoing prominent role in the heating sector, with a potential to expand district heating grids in parts of the Region.\(^6\)

District heating, offering huge benefits as combined heat and power generation increases the fuel efficiency of power plants from around 40% (electricity only) to approx. 90% (electricity and heat),\(^7\) is correlated with the European Union’s policy on energy sector. E.g. as stated in one of the strategic EU’s documents on this issue, i.e. “A Policy Framework for Climate and Energy in the Period from 2020 to 2030” “[i]mproved energy efficiency makes an essential contribution to all of the major objectives of EU climate and energy policies: improved competitiveness; security of supply; sustainability; and the transition to a low carbon economy. There is broad political consensus about its importance.”\(^8\) As highlighted in the Action Plan on the European Union Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region supporting energy efficiency in one of the “the cornerstones of long term-energy policy planning in the Baltic Sea.”\(^9\)

The EU’s objectives of a strategic character must find their practical execution. One way of implementing them may be regional cooperation aimed at promoting energy efficiency. The project “Innovation in District Heating (Inno-Heat),” aimed at increasing “the commitment among decision makers, energy companies, local and regional authorities for energy saving investments connected with the district heating” is an example of such an
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approach. Mentioned in its title “district heating” it the project’s point of reference, determining its scope and actions within it. The “Inno-Heat” project enhances the cooperation of the EU’s Southern Baltic countries (i.e. Germany, Lithuania, Poland, and Sweden) in the field of district heating enabling a cross-border exchange of knowledge, as well as providing an analysis on district heating systems of its participants.

Financed from the European founds projects on district heating like “InnoHeat” show clearly that the European Union wants to develop this sector. Apart from the European programmes such as the South Baltic Programme district heating is supported in a much more binding way, with a use of law, both at the national and the European level. In terms of the latter, Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency (Energy Efficiency Directive, EED)\textsuperscript{10} is of a crucial importance. The EU links district heating with energy savings and provisions of EED prove it. As stated in Recital 35 of Directive’s preamble “district heating … has significant potential for saving primary energy, which is largely untapped in the Union.” In the context of promoting energy efficiency, EED introduces definition of “efficient district heating.”\textsuperscript{11} This means a system consisted of renewable energy, waste heat, cogenerated heat, or a combination of such energy and heat. Besides cogenerated heat which must reach a level of 75\%, other ways of generating heat have to include in their mix at least 50\% of renewables, wastes or the combination of such energy and heat.

Furthermore, Article 14 of EED brings important provisions on promotion of efficiency in heating, including district heating. On this basis, by the end of 2015, the EU’s Member States shall carry out and notify to the European Commission a comprehensive assessment covering, \textit{inter alia}, the potential for the application of efficient district heating. The scope of this examination should contain a broad range of information. Among points to present, the


\textsuperscript{11} As a rule, under EED’s provisions district heating is combined with cooling. E.g. Article 7 (2) (c), Article 9 (1) or Article 14.
analysis should cover is a description of heating demand, with a forecast of how this demand will change in the next ten years, taking into account in particular the evolution of demand in buildings and the different sectors of industry, an identification of the heating demand that could be satisfied by high-efficiency cogeneration, including residential micro-cogeneration and by district heating. Furthermore, Member States should provide assessment of energy efficiency potentials of district heating and its infrastructure.

What should be noted, the analysis conducted under Article 14 includes establishing a map of the national territory, identifying heating demand points. Directive EED determines that is has to contain description of municipalities and conurbations with a plot ratio of at least 0,3, and industrial zones with a total annual heating and cooling consumption of more than 20 GWh. The map must also include existing and planned district heating infrastructure with potential heating supply points. This should cover district heating installations.

Besides these points, Member States should also inform the Commission about strategies, policies and measures that may be adopted up to 2020 and up to 2030 to realise the potential for additional high-efficiency cogeneration, including from the refurbishment of existing and the construction of new generation and industrial installations or other facilities generating waste heat. Member States, where appropriate, should offer their proposals referring to increase the share of cogeneration in heating and in electricity production, to encourage new thermal electricity generation installations and industrial plants producing waste heat to be located in sites where a maximum amount of the available waste heat will be recovered to meet existing or forecasted demand (similarly to encourage new residential zones or new industrial plants which consume heat in their production processes to be located where available waste heat). In terms of district heating Directive these proposals should include options to develop efficient district heating infrastructure aimed at accommodating “the

12 As proposed in EED “[t]his could include proposals that support the clustering of a number of individual installations in the same location with a view to ensuring an optimal matching between demand and supply for heat and cooling.” See Annex VIII 1 (g) (iv).
development of high-efficiency cogeneration and the use of heating … from waste heat and renewable energy sources.” Member States should also propose solutions to encourage energy installations (i.e. thermal electricity generating installations, industrial plants producing waste heat, waste incineration plants and other waste-to-energy plants) as well as residential zones and industrial plants which consume heat in their production processes to be connected to the local district heating grid.

Mentioned proposals are correlated with Article 14 (2) of EED. Under its provisions “Member States shall adopt policies which encourage the due taking into account at local and regional levels of the potential of using efficient heating … in particular those using high-efficiency cogeneration.” This links with the presented scope of the comprehensive assessment, specified in Annex VIII of EED. Where appropriate it is possible to use, by assembling them together, regional or local plans and strategies to conduct, to made up this assessment.

By December 30, 2015, all Member States of the European Union have to elaborate the complex assessment on energy efficiency, including district heating with ways of using its potential and promoting this sector. It has to cover many areas. Thus, comprehensive nature makes it necessary to establish the solid analytical basis for its needs. Seen in this light, as Member States shall adopt policies at local and regional levels aimed at promoting efficient heating which may be based on local plans or strategies the project “Inno-Heat” may bring an essential added value to this process. Thereby, bearing in mind these conditions as well as the obligation to elaborate the comprehensive assessment in accordance with EED, it is worth considering how the “Inno-Heat” project, covering the local aspects and assessment of the use of district heating in Germany, Lithuania, Poland, and Sweden, may support policy makers at local and regional level in fulfilling the requirements of European law.